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ON IDEMPOTE,NTS AND GREEI{
RELATIONS II{ THE ATGEBRAS OF

MAI{Y.PLACED FUI{CTIONS

J. HENNO

Let 1 be a non-void set of natural numbers. The union At:uierAi of mutually

disjoint non-void sets ,4, is called Menger sy§tem [6] if for eYar! a1,...,a^QAn,
b(A-, n,m€I the element ar...a*b€A, is uniquely defined and the superassocia-

tivity law

(1) a1... a*(b1...br,c): (ar.-.a*b) ...(ar... a^bo)c

holds for all ar, ..., a*(-A,, br, ...,b1,€A^, c(Ap, n,m,k€L
Denote by q,(M) the set of all n-place functions on the set M. Define for every

fr, ...,.f^Qe,(M), g€E*(M) the function ft...f^r€Q,(M) bV

@ xt... xn(ft...I*d: (rur ... xof) ... (xr... x,f^)g, xL, ..., xnQM.

For an operation so defined the identity (1) holds, therefore the set Er(M):
:l)iergi(M) is a Menger system, called a full function system (on the set M).
Every subsystem of Er(M) is called afunction system (on M). Every Menger system

is isomorphic to some function system [6].
Particular cases of function systems are clone algebras by Cohn [2]. Clone

algebras are the function systems A1 which for every n(I eontain projectors

ni(E*(M), i:1,...,2 (defined by xr...xnn'i:xi fot every x1, ...,x,€M). Semi-

groups and full transformation semigroups are also particular cases (1:{1}) cor-

respondingly of Menger systems and full function systems.

The aim of the previous paper is to investigate in Menger systems concepts

corresponding to idempotents and Green relations in semigroups. Two analogues

of regular elements are termed and their properties are found to be similar to the

properties of regular elements in semigroups. An analogue of maximal subgroup

containing a given idempotent is also discussed.

Call element e of a Menger system an idempotent, if e...ee:e. By the above

definition and (2) function f(E"(M) is an idempotent if and only if
(3) x... xf : a

for every element x from the range M"f of the function I
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Call element aQAn of the Menger system A, weakly regular, if a: a...
...a(z1...zna) for some Zt,...,zoQA*, m€l. Call a regular,.if a:e...a(z...za)
for some z(.A*, m€l. Call a Menger system A7 (weakly) regular, if every element
of A, is (weakly) regular.

Green equivalences 9, A,9 and ff were defined for Menger systems in the
following way [3]:

(a,b)C9 (a€An,b€A*,n,mcl) if andonlyif a:b orthereexist sr, ...,so(A-,
t!, ..., t*€An such that a:tr...t*b, b:q...sna;

(a,b)€fr if and only if a,b€An for some n(I and a:b or there exist s(.A-,
t(Ao, m, k€I such that a:b...bt, b:a...as;

9:9 vfr(:g . A c.f. l3l), ./f,:9 afr.
Denote by L(a) (n1ay n@), H(a)) the g(q,9,tr)-class of the element a.
Define for arbitrary aQAn, b(A^, n,m€I binary relations E7, S.p, Er by
a=r.b if and only if a:b or a:tr...t^b for some lr, ...,t^(A,;
q= nb if and only if a:b ot a:b...bt for some t(A1,,k(I (clearlythenn:m);
a=Hb if and only if a< r.b and a< *b.
All these relations are preorderings [2] and by definitions (a, b)(tr if and

onlyif q=xb and b=xa, where %:9,A or Jf.

Lemm a 1 . l;et e be an idempotent element of a Menger system A7 . The element
e is a right identity for an element a (i.e. a:a...ae) tf and only if a=re, a left
identity for a (i.e. a:e...ea) if and only if a<pe and a two-sideid identity for a
if and only if a= re.

Proof. If a<ae, e(An, a(A*, then a:sr...s,,e for some "§1, ...,sr(A,n lthe
case a:e is trivial) and a...ae:(s1...s,e)...(sr...s,e)e:sr...s,(e... ee):sr...
...sne:a bV (l).On the otherhand, from a...ae:a follows a=Le by the defini-
tion. The other assertions follow quite similarly.

Corollary l. If e is an idempotent, then e is a right identity for L(e), a left
identity for R(e) and a two-sided identitl, for H(e).

Corollary 2. If e, f are identpotents. then e=af if and only tf e...ef:s,
e=n..f if and only if f...fe:e and e=x.f if and only if e...ef:f...fe:e.

Theorem 1. An element of a Menget. sl,stem is
l) weakly regular, if and only if there is an idempotent in its 9-class
2) regular if and only if there is an idempotent in its %-class.

Proof. Let a€Ao be a weakly regular element of a Menger system Ar, i.e.
a:a...q(zr...zna) for some 215 ...12n(A^, m(1. From here zr...zraeL(a).
Denote zt...znq,: e. By (1) e...ee : (zr...zna)...Q1...2,a)(zt...z,a) - 21

... z,(a ... a(21... zna)): sr... zna: e, i.e. e is idempotent.
If a is regular, i.e. a:a...a(z...za), Z(.A,n, m(I then for f:q...az we have
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f ...fa:(a...az)...(a...az)a: a...a(z...za):a,f ...ff :f ...f(a...az):(f .'.fa)..'
...(f ...Ja)r:q...az:f. Thus /€R(a) is an idempotent.

On the other hand, if there exists an idempotent e(L(a) or an idempotent

fQR(a), then e:zr...zna,f:a...az fot solrre 21,...,2n,2. ByCorollatyl a:a...
... ae : a ... a(2r... zna) or a: e ... ea : (q ... az) ... (a ... az) e: a... a(z ... za), thus a is
weäkly regular or regular.

Corollary l. An element of a Menger system is weakly regular if and only if
its D-class contains an idempotent. Hence if an element of some O-class D is weakly

regular, then all elements from D are weakly regular and elements from containing

idempotents fr-classes are regular.

Proof. Suppose c(D is weakly regular. Then there exists an idempotent

e€L(a)cD. All elements from Å(e) are regular (therefore also weakly regular).

Since Ä(e) meets every 9-class from D [3], every 9-class from D contains weakly

regular elements, hence by Theorem I consists of weakly regular elements and so

does also D as a union of its -7-classes. In the other direction the assertion is obvious,

since every idempotent is regular.

A subsystem B, of aMenger system A, (JcI, B,cAo for every n€I) iscalled [3]

a left ideal, if I:J and x, ...x*yCB, for every x1; ...t x*€A,, !(B*, n, m(1,
a right ideal, if xr...x^y(Bn for every xL, ..., x^QBo, y€A^, m(I and

a two-sided ideal, if -8, is a left and a right ideal.

Now Theorem I can be reworded in a manner always known for semigroups [1]:

Corollary 2. An element a of a Menger system is weakly regular if and only if
the left ideal generated by the element a has an idempotent generator. If an element

a is regular, then the right ideal generated by the element a has an idempotent generator'

Conuersely, if the right ideal generated by an element a has an idempotent Senerator
and has a right identity, then the element a is regular.

Proof. The left ideal generated by an element a Lo:{zlz=aa\. By the defini-

tion (a,b)€g it and only if Lo:1u. Hence the assertion about weakly regular

elements follows directly from the last theorem.

If a has a right identity, i.e. a:a...qx for some rc (in particular, if a is weakly

regular), then the right ideal generated by the element a Ro:{zlz=aa} and the

assertion follows quite similarly. Notice that if a right identity for a does not exist,

the above expression for Äo need not hold.
For arbitrary f€E"(M), g(E,^(M) we have [3]
(f, d<g if and only if /and g have the same range, i.e. M'f:14'' g'
(f, deg if and only if n:m and f and g have the same partition (partition

r(å) corresponding to the function heEk(M) is an equivalence or, l,[k defined by

@, y)€r(h) if and onlY if th:Yh, x, YqMk);
U,deg if and only if the ranges of /and g have the same cardinality and

U, de 0f if and only if f and g have the same range and the same partition.
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Call equivalence rcM" diagonal if every r-class contains at least one element
of the form (x...x), xCM. From (3) it is obvious that a function f€E"(M) is
idempotent if and only if the partition r(f) is diagonal and for every x(M" *f:y,
where f and (y...y) belong to the same z(/)-class. Since (l deq ff and only if
t(f):r(g), from the above theorem follows

Corollary 3. Afunctionf is regular if and only if the partition r(f) is diagonal.

Theorem 2. The full function system E,(M) is weakly regular.

Proof. Let C€E"(M). Let f(<p"(M) be such that
l) M"7:14'f
2) (x...x)f:x for everY x€M"*
Because of l) (f,g)eg, because of 2) f is an idempotent.

Corollary. Euery Menger system can be embedded into a weakll' regular
Menger system generated by idempotents.

Proof. For ,I: {1}, i.e. for semigroups the assertion was established in [7].
Tf I* {1}, Menger system Al can be embedded into a weakly regular Menger system

Et(M) [6] and Ar(M) is generated by idempotents [5].
Call elements år,...,bnQA* weakly inuerses of an element a(Ao,n,m€[, if

a...a(b1...bna):q, b1...b*(ar..abr):br, i:1,...,n. Call elements qCA,, b(A,n
inuerses (of each other), if a...a(b...ba):q, b...b(a...ab):$.

Theorem 3. An element of a Menger system has weakly inuerses if and only if
it is weakly regular and inuerses if and only tf it is regular.

Proof. If an element has (weakly) inverses then by the above definition it is
weakly regular. On the other hand, let element a(A, be weakiy regular, i.e. a:
-a..,a(z1...zno) for some zt, ..., zr€A*, m(L Let b,:zr...zr(a...az), i-
:1,...,n. Then a...a(br...b,a):a...a((zr...zn(q...azr))...(21...2,(a...a2,))a):
: a...a((a...azr)...(a...azo)a): a...a(2r...2,(a...a?t...z,a))): a...a(zt...zna):
:a,br...b,(a...abr) : kt...zn(q...orr))...(zr...zn(a...azn))(a...a(2r...2,(a...azr))):
:4...zn((a...azr)...(a...a2,)((o...o(rr...z,a))...(a...a(zr...z,a))zr)): zt...z,(a...
... a(zr...zo(a...az))):2r... z^((a ... a(zr...z,a)) ...(a... a(zr...zn))2,- 2r... z,(a... az):
:bi, i.e. br,...,b, are weakly inverses to a. The proof forthe casewhen element
a is regular is quite similar.

Corollary. An element of a Menger system has weakly inuerses if ond only if
tltere is an idempotent in its O-class and inoerse if and only if there exists an idempotent
in its @-class.

Theorem 4. In a weakly regular Menger system esch element has regular
weakly inuerses.
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Proof. Let br, .. . , bn(A* be weakly inverses of an element s€Ao of a weakly

regular Menger system A1, n, m€l. Then e:br...b,a is idempotent and (e, a)e 9.
Furthermore, e...ebr:(br...bna)..'(fu..'b,a)bi:bt.-.b,(a...abr):6u i:l, "',n'
Since l, is weakly regular for every brthere are zr)...,2^€A1,, k€1 such that

bi:bi...bi(zr...z*b). Let y:zr.-.2*e - Then br...br(y...yb):br"'br((zr"'z*e) "'
...(zr...z^e)b):br.-.br(2r..'z*(e "'eb)):br"'b,('r"'z*br):b;, i'e' å, is regular'

Theorem 5. Let e,f be idempotmts from the same O-class of a Menger system

A1. For euery a€L(f)nR(e) there exists an element b(R(f)aL(e) such that a,b
are inuerses of each other and a....ab:e, b...ba:f.

Conrsersely,ifelementsa,bareinuersesofeachother,thentheelements e:a...ab,

f : b . .. b a'are idemp ot ent s and e € R (a) n L (b), f€ L (a) n,R (å).

Proof. Let a(L(f) nJ?(e), where e(An, feA- are idempotents of a Menger

system Ar.Then e-a...as,f:s1...sra for some §1r ...r sr(.A*, s(Ap, t\lrk(I and

e...ea-a...af:a by Lemma 1. Denote b:f ...f(s...se). Now a...ab:a...a(f"'
...,f(r...rr): (a...af)...(a...af)(s... se):a... a(s ... se):(a...4,s) ...(a "'as)e:
:e...ee:e, b...ba:(f...,f(r...rr))...(f...flt...se))a:f...7((s...se)...(s...se))a:
--f -..f(s ...s(e ... ea)):f...f(s ...sa):(s1. '. sna).. ' (s, ... sna) (s... sa): s, '..
...s,((a...as)...(a...as)a):,§r...§,(€... ea):s1...sna:Jt. Hence a"'a(b"'ba):q"'
...af:a, b ...b(a...ab):b ...be:(f ...f(s ... se))...(t...fft.".se))e:f ...

...,f(s...s(e...ee)):f...f1s..-se):6, i.e. a,b are mutually inverses. From b.-.be:
:b, a...ab:e follows (e,b)C{, from ä...ba:f, f ...fb:b follows (b,f)eq.

On the other hand, let a,b be inverses, a.-.a(b.-.ba):s, b...b(a...ab):b'
Then elements e:a...abt f:b..3a are idempotens such that a...af:q, S"'
...be:b. Hence (a,f)€9, (b, e)C@. Furthermore, a:(a...ab)...(a...ab)a:e...
.. .ea, b : (b ...ba)... (b ...ba)b : f ... fb, therefore (a, e) Q fr , (b, f) < g . Consequently,

e(R(a\ oL(b), f€L(a) nA(å).

Theorem 6. Let a, b be elements of a subsystem B, of a Menger system 41,

IcJ. If the element b is weakly regular in 81, then a=tb in B, if and only if a=rb
in 41.

Proof. lt is obvious that from a=r.b in,B, follows a=r,b in Ar, so we have

to prove the contrary.
Let a(Bn, bEB- and a=r,b in A1, i.e. a:tt...t*b fot some 11, .",t*(An'

Since å is weakly regular in Br, there exists an idempotent e€Bx, k€,I such that

(e, b) ( 9. From here b < ae in Bl andsince a= 1b, a < 1e in r41' From here q...ae : a

by Lemma 1.

Since (e, b)€9, €:Zt...Zmb for some Z!,...,2*Q81,. Therefore (a"'az)"'
.. (a...az*)b:a...a(zr...z^b):s...ae:a' i.e. a= fi in Br.

By the definition (a,b)(! if and only if a=r-b and b=r,a. Consequently,

from the above theorem follows
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Corollary. If an element b is weakly regular in a subsystem \ of a Menger
system Ar, then Lr(b):1n16)^(B.XB), where La(b), Lr(b) are the g-classes of
the element b in systems Ar, Br respectiuely. Consequently, if a subsystem 81 of a
Menger system A, is weakly regular, 9B:9tn(,BrX-Br), where 9n, 9u are g-equiu-
alences in systems Ar, B, respectiuely. In particular, 9*;u1: 9*rr* a(qr(M)Xq"(M))
for euery natural number n.

Theorem 7. Let a, b be elements of a Menger system Ar, a= 
"b. 

If a is weakll'
regular, for euery idempotent e€L(b) there exists an idempotent faL(a) such that
f=re.

Proof. Let aQA,, b(A*, a< r.b and let e(A, be an idempotent from Z(å).
Since a< r.b, a:tL...t*b for some ,1, ...,t,,QAn. Since e(Z(å), e :zr...z*b for
some 21, ...,2*(A1 and b-..be:b. From a=r,b, b=re follows a=re, hence
a...ae:a by Lemma 1.

Since a is weakly regular, q:a...a(xr...xna) for some xL,...,xn(A1,kel and
the element e' :x1... xna is idempotent, e' < aa. From a= re follows e' < re, heflce
e'... e' e: e'. Denote e... ee' :.f. Then f ...ff:(e... ee,)... (e... e,)(e ... ee,):s...
...e((e'...e'e)...(e'...e'e)e'):e...e(e'...€'e'):s...""'-f, i.e. / is idempotent. By
the definition f=*e. Since f=ae', also .f=r,e. Hence f=se.From e'...e'f:
:e',,.e'(e...ee'):(e'...e'e)...(e'...e'e)e':e'.,.e'e':e'fOllows that e,<rf, Now
from fe -ae' it follows that (f,e')eg and since e'(L(a), also that f€L(a).

A Menger system,4l is called groupJike [a] if the only left ideal of A, is l, itself
and the only right ideals of A1 are Ar:Un<r An, JcI.

For every ntQI, a(A,,, the set {x...xalx€Ao, n€I} is a left ideal of the Menger
system 11. Similarly, for every n, m(f, aeA, the set {a... axlx(A-} is a right ideal
of the Menger system,4r. Since every ideal contains ideals of that kind, the above
definition is equivalent to the following: a Menger system l, is group-like, if
(4) for every a€A,, bQA^, tt, nt(f there exists x(A* such that x...xa:b
and
(5) for eyery a,b(A,, nel there exists y€An suchthat a...ay:[.

From (4) it follows that b=r.a for every a,b(A, and because of (5) b<*a
for every a,b(An,n(L Consequently, all elements in group-like Menger system
A, arc 9-equivalent and all elements from every An are Z-eqluivalent (therefore also
lf,-equivalent).

Theorem 8. A Menger systenx

is weakly regular and contains exactly

Proof. From (1) it follows that

a.b: a...ab,

is associative. If

Ar is group-like if and only if euery An, n€I
one idempotent.

in every Menger system Ar the deflned by

a(An, beA*, fr, m€I

Ar is group-like, by (4), (5) every {Ao, . } isbinary operation
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group, hence contains exactly one idempotent - the identity element e'. From (4),

(5) it also follows that every ,4, is weakly regular (in fact, even regular).

On the other hand, let every subsystem An, n(f of a Menger system ,41 be

weakly regular and contain idempotent e'. Consequently for evety aQAn, n€I
a.,.aeo:a arrd e':xt...xna fot some Jrl, ...,xr€An. Take bqA*,m(I atbittary.

Since e*...e* a(A*, {:2r....2*(e*...e*a) for some Zt, ..., z^€A*. Therefore,

b:b...be*:b...b(zt...z-(e*...d"a)):(b...b(zr...z^e^))...(n...012r...2^e*))a and

for x:b...b(zr...z*e') (4) holds.

Let aQAn, n€l. Take xQAn such that x...xa:et. Then a:a...ad:a"'
... a (x ... xa) and (a ... ax) ...(a .'. ax) (a ... ax) : q ... r(x .. - x (a . " ax)) : a "'
..-a((x...xa)...(x...xa)x):(a...a(x...*o))...(a...a(x-..xa)x:a...ax, i'e' the ele-

ment a...ax is an idempotent' Hence Q...ax:en. For arbitrary b€A,

a ... a (x ... xb) : (a ... ax) ... (a ... ax) b : e' .. . en b : b, i.e. for ! : x ... xb (5) holds also'

For every idempotent e of a semigroup ,S there is uniquely defined a maximal

subgroup of the semigroup 
^S, 

containing e as identity. This will be the set fI(e) [l].
In a Menger system A1 too with a set {ee, k€JcI} of idempotents, all from one

9-class and each from different Ao is connected some group-like subsystem of ,41.

For instance, such will be the set {ek, ft€"f} itself, since from (ek,e\<9 follows

ek...eket:å for every k, lQJ. However, there need not exist maximal groupJike

subsystems, even for only one idempotent.
For example, let the set M:{1,2,3). Define functions e,a,b,ce.Er(M) by

(xy), (xy) a (xy)b (xy) c

Functions e, a, b, c have all the same range, equal to M.Hence they are all
g-equivalent. They also have the same partition r (classes of t are {(11, (21)},

{(22), (12), (23), (31)}, {(33), (32)». Thus they all are A-equ;ivalent, and therefore

Of -equivalent also. The sets {e, a} and {e, b) are groupJike subsystems of the system

ez(M), containing an idempotent e. Howevet, e, a, b cannot belong together to

any groupJike subsystem, since (xy)(abe):2 for every x,y€M, i'e' the range

of the function abe is Ql and (e, abe){9. Moreover, the element c€H(e) cannot

belong to any groupJike system either, since (xy)(ece):2 for evety x,y€M'
For further investigation of groupJike subsystems we quote some results

from [3].

2
2
J
3

J
a
J

I
1

1111
2111
2223
t223
2323
3123
3332
3232
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Let a,b A, be elements from Jf -class .F/ of a Menger system Ar. Let sr, ...
..., s,QA,, t(A^ be such that sr...soa:b, a...at:b (because of (a,b)(af, such
elements exist). Then all mappings x+§l ...snx, x€H (for every (a,qeq form a
simple transitive group A(H) of permutations of the set rr. similarly all mappings
!*!...!t, y€H also form a simple transitive group ^f (ä) of permutations of ä.
The groups a(H), f (H) a,re anti-isomorphic. If ä'is another lf,-class from the
containing H 0-class D, the groups f (H) and. f (H') are isomorphic. Therefore the
groups r(H), Hc.D are all isomorphic to some group Gr. Call Gothe schiitzen-
berger group of D.

rf lf,'class .Fr contains an idempotent, {Ir, . } is a group isomorphic to the
group Gr. The corresponding isomorphism ns: H*G, may be considered as the
right regular representation of ä.

Let H' be another containing idempotent f' lf,-class from D. The mapping
rpr,: x*(x)xnn,:.f'-...f'x, x(H is an isomorphismfrom the group {H,.} to the
group {H', . }. Furthermore,

(6) rss,rls,:,yu
and ru*,'cr,, is the identity mapping on the set 1L

Let H be containing idempotent f af -class from g-class z. Define for every
idempotent e€L, eQAn apartral (n-l)-plase function (D.: H"-r*H by

@ 
"(a, 

.. . an- 1) -

Here oL, .., , o11-L€H.

an_Le€H

Lemma 2. Let H, H'be ff-clqssesfrom g-class L. Let e,f,.f,(L be idem-
potents, f€H, f'<H'. Let ar(H, br:(qi)rus,(H', i:1,...,n-1. Then far...
...a,-re(H if and only tf f'br...b,_p(H' and if fa1...an_1€H then
(far... an-) r nu' :f ' br... bn- re.

Proof. Let far...an-re(H for some a.,...,a,_r€H. Then f,b1...b,-1e::f '((ar)r ur,) ..-((o,-)ruu,)":(f ' ....f'f)(.f' ...-f ' ar) ...(.f' ...J' a,-r) e:f' ...
...f'(far....a,-f):(far...an-p)rs1,(H' (here -f'...f'-f:f'because of (f,f,)Cg).
So from far...a,-re(ä follows f' br...bn_re(H'.

Ontheotherhand, let f'br...b,,_p(H'. Since tHH,.IE,H istheidentitymapping
on. H, (br)rs,s:a, for every i:1, ...,n-1. Now /ar ...a,_p:f((br)ru,r)...
...((b,-)ru,r)e:(f ...ff ')(f ...fb,)...(f ...fb,_r)e:f ....f(.f,b1...b,ae)i
: (f' b r... b o _ re) t s,s e H.

By the last lemma the function @, does not depend essentially on the choice
of the tr-class äfrom its -9i-class L and can be considered as (dependingon L) a
function Y! on the group Gr, defined by

ffar... an-y€2 if fAr...
I undefined otherwise.

(7) V!(a, ... an-J - (o"((oJ TTHL ... (qn_)ll1\)n,
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where ar, ...,an-1(Ga and H is an arbitrary af,-classfrom L":L(e)), containing
an idempotent.

Theorem 8. Let Bt:U,et Bn, BncAn be a subset of a Menger system Ar,
lcl. The set 81 is group-like subsystent of A1 if and only if l)-3) hold:

l) B, belongs to one 9-class L of A1 (thus also to one 0-class D)
2) for euery Bn there exists containing an idempotent e" ff-class H, of A1 such

that B,cH,
3) there exists subgroup G of the Schiltzenberger group Gp such that if we denote

frHn:ftr, Yb:Yn, then for euery n€J
3.1 (B)nn:G
3.2 thefunction Vn is euerywhere defi.ned on G and G is closed under Y,.

Proof. Let B;:UorrBn be a groupJike subsystem of a Menger sys[em 241,

BncAn, -IcI. As mentioned above, "9/, consists of one gr-class, every B, forms
one ffr-class and every B, contains an idempotent e'. Hence -8, belongs also to
one 9n-class L (and thus to one On-class D), every,B, is contained in some af,;class
Hn and idempotent e' belongs to H,.

Since B, is subsystem of Ar, eoar...a,-ren€Bn for every at, ...,a,-r€B,.
Thus @,(ar...an-t):e"a1...a,-1e" is always defined on Bn. Bv (7) Y, is then also

always defined on the set (B,)n,'and the last set is closed for V,. By (4), (5) {.B,, .}
is a group. Since this group is a subgroup of the group f1,, .), (8,)n, is a sub-
group of the group Gr. By (6) for every a(8,(a)nn:(a)rn n^:((a)q-)n^c(B-)r^,
i.e. (8,)n,c(B^)n-. Similarly (B^)r*c.(8,)2r,. Thus (8,)rn:(B^)n^ for every

n,m€J.
On the other hand, suppose 1)-3) hold for the subset Bt:Unet Bn,

Bnc.An, JcI.
Since (,8,)2,:G is agroup andn, is an isomorphism, {8", .} is also a group.

Let e" be its identity. Clearly e' is an idempotent, and from BocHn follows that
e' is the idempotent from H, and the functions rn , T, are defined for every n, m(J.

Since e' is the identity of the group -8,, en. x:x. en:x for every xe ,B,. By i)
(e", e-)(9 for every n, m(J, thus e' , em:en... e'e*: en.

Denote for arbitrary a(Bn, n, m(J a(m):(1afu,)x;1, a-L(n):(((a)n,)-')n-'.
Clearly a(n):a, denote similarly a-a(n):s-r.

BV (6) tmnrr,n:nm for every n,m(J. Hence (tt^)-1:(r^,frn)-r:nllcr* and
for every y (B^ y:((y)n*)7t;1 :((iln^)rf,7 r,-: e^... e' ((Q)n-)n,'): * . y(r).
Thusforarbitrary x.,...,x^(Anx1...x,,y:(xr.e\(xr.(r.-t.rJ)...(r..(rr'.x-)).
.(e*.y(n)):x1.(e"(x;1.x)...(x11.x-)e*).1@).Denote the last expression by
w) (x;t'xr*1)no:ai, i:1,...,n-l- Then by (7) e"(xl''xz)...(xrl 'x^)e^:
:O-((xr,.x)...(xr-l.x.):(Y-(ar...an_r))2,-1 and by 3.2 Y*(a1...an_r)(G is de-

fined. Since z, is isomorphism, w:(w) n,n,1:((xr,(Y^(rr...a,-r))n;ty(n))n,n;':
:((xr)n,. (Y^(or... a,-r))n;t n". (y{n))n")n-l:((xr)nn. V^(ar... an-) - (l@))n")n;'.
Now (x)2,, V^(ar...ao-r), (y(n))""<e and G is subgroup of the group Gp. Con-
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sequently, (xr)nn. Y *(a1...ao-1) . (y(n)n")(-G also. So xr... x*y-((x)n,. y*(a1...a,_1).
.(y(n)n.))n;'€tr,. Thus ,8, is a subsystem of the Menger system ,4r.

For every a€.&n, b<B* (b. a-r1.,.(b. a-t)a:b. (a-1...a-ra):b. (a-1. a):
:b.en:b, i.e. (a) holds for Br. Similarly, for every a,bqBo a...a(a-l.b):
:a.(a-t.b) q-r.a-b:e'.b:b, i.e. (5) holds also. Thus the subsystem B, is
group-like.
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